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Abstract 

Eye-tracking is the measurement of eye motions and point of gaze of a viewer. Advances 

in this technology have been essential to our understanding of many forms of visual 

learning, including the development of visual expertise. In recent years, these studies 

have been extended to the medical professions, where eye-tracking technology has helped 

us to understand acquired visual expertise, as well as the importance of visual training in 

various medical specialties. Medical decision-making involves a complex interplay 

between knowledge and sensory information, and the study of eye-movements can reveal 

the mechanisms involved in acquiring the visual component of these skills. Eye-tracking 

studies have even been extended to develop computational models of procedures for 

“expert” skill assessment, and to eliminate potential sources of error in image-based 

diagnostics. This review will examine the current eye-tracking frontier for the study of 

visual expertise, with specific application to medical professions.  
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1.  Introduction 

Eye-movements and their meaning have long been the subject of scientific study, and recent 

advances in technology have allowed for the study of eye gaze – or eye-tracking – during the acquisition of 

complex forms of visual expertise. In this review of eye-tracking methodology, we will examine the way in 

which the science of acquired visual expertise, as well as the development of eye-tracking technology, have 

allowed us to better understand visual training in medicine. Training and expertise in medicine involves not 

only acquisition of knowledge, but also the integration of sensory information during the process of 

diagnosis and disease management. In many instances, that sensory information is visual, and the study of 

eye-movements can reveal not only the cognitive processes behind medical expertise, but also the 

mechanisms involved in acquiring these skills. Furthermore, studies of expert gaze patterns can help us to 

understand common perceptual pitfalls, and to develop technologies that may assist in training medical 

professionals and eliminate sources of error.  

 

2.  History & Eye-tracking Mechanisms 

Eye movements represent one of the most frequent sensorimotor activities in humans. Large 

scanning movements, or saccades, typically occur 3-4 times per second (Holmqvist, 2011).  The most 

frequently reported eye gaze metric, however, represents the relative “pause” between saccades, known as 

fixations. Individual fixations generally last approximately 200-300 milliseconds, with the fovea of the eye 

remaining relatively still along a point of gaze (Holmqvist, 2011). In the early 1970s, eye-tracking 

techniques were advanced by using video-based techniques, wherein recorded features of reflections of light 

from the eye could be systematically tracked. One option was to scan for the lack of reflectance from the 

pupil (“dark-pupil” tracking), although low contrast between the pupil and dark-brown irises led to 

suboptimal results. If the eye is lit from the front, the light will bounce off the back of the lens and appear 

very bright (“bright-pupil” tracking). This bright circle can then be more reliably detected than the dark-pupil 

technique (Merchant, Morrissette, & Porterfield, 1974; Rayner, 1978). 

In addition to the ability to capture the motion of the eyes, a second and important component of 

eye-tracking for the study of vision is the ability to capture the visual stimulus in such a way that gaze can be 

determined. Most early eye-tracking studies involved significant restraint of the head for this purpose. An 

important innovation in this area was the development of eye-tracking systems that measured multiple 

features of the eye in order to infer position relative to a visual stimulus (Holmqvist, 2011). Optical 

properties of the eye, such as corneal reflection and pupil location, vary differently under conditions of head 

versus eye movement, and their recordings can be used to solve for the actual gaze point of the viewer (for 

additional discussion, (Wolfe, Evans, Drew, Aizenman, & Josephs, 2015)). By utilizing non-visible light, 

such as near-infrared light sources, such eye-trackers can be made less noticeable, and easier to use in a 

variety of lighting conditions. Such systems are particularly useful in the study of natural learning 

environments, and allow results to be generalized to real world situations.  

The balance between obtaining a high-precision record of an observer's point-of-regard and allowing 

natural head- and body-movements is where much of the technological advancement in eye-tracking has 

arisen over the past twenty years, in addition to "scene cameras" that allow eye-tracking data to be 

superimposed on the naturalistic point-of-view of the participant during movement (Browatzki, Bulthoff, & 

Chuang, 2014; Huette, Winter, Matlock, & Spivey, 2012; Johnson, Liu, Thomas, & Spencer, 2007). 

Computer embedded and table-mounted remote optical eye-trackers have also been developed that allow 

some natural head movement while sitting in front of a computer screen for two-dimensional stimulus 

presentation. Such advances have placed fewer constraints on experimental subjects, such that modern 

researchers are able to record the eye movements of freely moving subjects carrying out everyday tasks. 
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These features, combined with improvement in user interface, have allowed eye-tracking to be used in the 

study of visual training, and the application of visual training within the field of medicine. It is also possible 

that future advances in this technology could allow eye-tracking devices to assist visual processes in medical 

education and decision-making.   

 

3.  Eye-Tracking Applied to Medical Expertise 

3.1  Introduction  

Eye-tracking provides a potential means for understanding the nature and acquisition of visual 

expertise as it relates to medical knowledge. As a method of assessing gaze patterns during task execution, 

eye-tracking has been used to understand which parts of an image are important to medical decision-making, 

and also the process which experts adopt to analyze these images. To date, the majority of the published eye-

tracking studies involving medical expertise are naturally in the fields requiring extensive visual training, 

such as radiology (Drew, Evans, Vo, Jacobson, & Wolfe, 2013; Kundel, Nodine, Krupinski, & Mello-

Thoms, 2008; G. Tourassi, Voisin, Paquit, & Krupinski, 2013; G. D. Tourassi, Mazurowski, Harrawood, & 

Krupinski, 2010; Wolfe et al., 2015). These studies often utilize static images, which are relatively easy to 

employ in eye-tracking experimental designs and analyses, but which don’t always translate to the visual 

environments of other clinical specialties. In recent years, additional studies have appeared in relation to 

fields such as dermatology, surgery, and anatomic pathology (Ahmidi, Ishii, Fichtinger, Gallia, & Hager, 

2012; Bombari, Mora, Schaefer, Mast, & Lehr, 2012; Brunye et al., 2014; Fox, Law, & Faulkner-Jones, 

2017; E. Krupinski, Chao, Hofmann-Wellenhof, Morrison, & Curiel-Lewandrowski, 2014; E. A. Krupinski, 

Graham, & Weinstein, 2013; E. A. Krupinski et al., 2006; Law, Atkins, Lomax, & Wilson, 2003; Tiersma, 

Peters, Mooij, & Fleuren, 2003). The ability to use dynamic stimuli in eye-tracking research (Ahmidi, Ishii, 

et al., 2012; Drew, Vo, Olwal, et al., 2013; Fox et al., 2017; Mallett et al., 2014), as well as the use of 

wearable and increasingly portable devices has expanded the opportunities in which eye-tracking can be 

utilized to understand the gain of visual expertise in clinical settings. In the study of medical education, most 

experimental designs involve two or three participants groups, each at a different level of medical training 

(Ahmidi, Ishii, et al., 2012; E. A. Krupinski et al., 2013; Mallett et al., 2014; Phillips et al., 2013). Analyses 

vary widely, however, with some reporting qualitative information, such as regions of an image with the 

greatest or least attention, and others using quantitative analyses of fixations in relation to defined areas of 

interest (AOIs) (Ahmidi, Ishii, et al., 2012; Brown et al., 2014; Fox et al., 2017; E. A. Krupinski et al., 2013; 

Mallett et al., 2014; Phillips et al., 2013). A recent, and notable study of the use of eye-tracking in medical 

education involved the use of expert eye-tracking data to train observational techniques (H. Jarodska et al., 

2012), and will be further discussed in subsequent sections. Overall, eye-tracking studies across medical 

specialties have suggested that more experienced physicians require fewer fixations, and less time spent on 

areas of interest, while performing at a higher rate of accuracy than novices. The visual patterns identified by 

eye-tracking experiments, however, depend in part on the type of visual expertise acquired, and the 

integration of medical knowledge in that process. In order to understand how eye-tracking methodology may 

be applied to the study of visual expertise in medicine, we must first understand the differences between 

visual tasks in a variety of clinical scenarios. 

3.2  Search-Related Expertise 

Radiology is the most extensively studied field of medicine in relation to visual expertise, and it is 

not surprising that a significant literature involving eye-tracking has arisen in relation to this specialty (Drew, 

Evans, et al., 2013; Kundel et al., 2008; G. Tourassi et al., 2013; G. D. Tourassi et al., 2010; Wolfe et al., 
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2015).  The visual expertise learned by radiologists is an example of a search-related task, in which the 

radiologist identifies visual “targets” in an image containing both expected and “distractor” elements (Wen et 

al., 2016; Wolfe et al., 2015). Screening tests, both in radiology and pathology, are generally performed 

using a visual search model (Stewart et al., 2007; Wolfe, 1995). In this visual task, search is required because 

everything in the visual field cannot be identified and processed simultaneously. Object recognition is 

limited to one, or a small number of objects at one time (Wolfe, 2012b; Wolfe et al., 2015). Attention may 

appear random, but is often guided by multiple cognitive mechanisms. 

At the most basic level, exploratory visual gaze is directed towards items with “bottom-up” salience 

(Braun, 1994; Wolfe & Horowitz, 2004). These items do not depend on the purpose of the search, and 

therefore are not the result of acquired visual expertise. By contrast, gaze patterns of expert radiologists 

during search tasks may be less affected by bottom-up salience when these elements are known distracters 

from a visual target (Wolfe et al., 2015). Bottom-up salience of a visual item is determined by basic features, 

such as color, size, contrast, movement and luminosity (Braun, 1994; Wolfe & Horowitz, 2004; Wolfe, 

Horowitz, Kenner, Hyle, & Vasan, 2004). Wolfe et al. (2015) classifies these attributes as “pre-attentive,” 

because they do not require a specific goal or form of expert attention to bias patterns of gaze.  

Through medical training, including knowledge acquisition and an understanding of the visual 

properties of targets, “top-down,” or user-guided visual search develops (Draschkow, Wolfe, & Vo, 2014; 

Wolfe, 1994). At this level of visual processing, the radiologist guides attention toward a mental 

representation of the features and potential location of a target (Wen et al., 2016). Top-down processing is 

also employed at the point of diagnosis, when the visual item is matched to both a mental depiction of the 

target, and general medical knowledge (Drew, Evans, et al., 2013; Drew, Vo, Olwal, et al., 2013). Wolfe et 

al. (1994) summarize this process in the “Guided Search Model,” in which bottom-up attention to distracters 

is at least partially suppressed by the top-down effects of visual expertise. The expert’s knowledge provides 

scene guidance to relevant parts of the image, which combines with these effects to create a mental 

representation of the likely location of targets (Wen et al., 2016). This course of attentional gaze may be 

modulated by systematic training algorithms for visual inspection (for example, a trained pattern of attention 

to each potential diagnostic target within a chest radiograph), as well as clinical information (Draschkow et 

al., 2014; Drew, Evans, et al., 2013; Wolfe et al., 2015; Wolfe et al., 2007). Eye-tracking has been utilized to 

better understand the development of a “priority map,” within a radiological image, and how this priority 

map may evolve during the diagnostic process. It is proposed that the priority map must change as the 

radiologist’s eyes move about the image as the salience of items will change with their distance from the 

present fixation (Wen et al., 2016). Interestingly, the development of visual expertise with training in 

radiology seems to indicate a move towards efficiency, and away from repeated attention to “non-priority” 

regions of the diagnostic image (G. Tourassi et al., 2013; Wolfe et al., 2015). Search for multiple visual 

targets, held in memory, is known as “hybrid search” (Wolfe, 2012a). Attention is not guided as effectively 

in this form of search, which may play a role in the training process of visual expertise in medicine 

(Eckstein, 2011). This effect can be highlighted as it relates to simulation studies in medical education. In a 

study of senior nursing students administering medications in a clinical simulation setting, 40% administered 

a contraindicated medication to a patient with a known allergy (B. Amster et al., 2015). Eye-tracking data in 

this educational study was used to determine whether students administered a contraindicated medication 

due to a knowledge deficit, or because the information required was not visualized.  In this case, the 

necessary information was visualized by all students, and the deficit in knowledge related to pharmacology 

could be corrected.  

In addition, acquired knowledge through experience in the field, as well as risk-aversion in certain 

types of medical cases, may lead to altered salience depending upon “value.” The learned value of visual 

stimuli significantly affects attentional priority (Laurent, Hall, Anderson, & Yantis, 2015; Sali, Anderson, & 

Yantis, 2014). In basic eye-tracking experiments involving manipulation of object low level properties, 

participants quickly learned to search for objects of a property that would produce a valuable reward 

(Laurent et al., 2015; Sali et al., 2014). Thus, if a radiologist is “rewarded,” for example, for finding 

cancerous lesions as opposed to incidental pathology, these objects may affect salience maps. 
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In contrast to the study of errors due to a knowledge deficit (Amster et al., 2015), eye-tracking has 

also been utilized to identify the errors which can occur during visual search guided by expertise.  In a 

version of the “invisible gorilla” study Drew et al. utilized an eye-tracker to follow the eye movements of 

radiologists as they searched for lung nodules in a serial stack of CT images. On the last case, a gorilla was 

inserted into the lung, and the majority of radiologists failed to notice this (Drew, Vo, & Wolfe, 2013). Eye-

tracking was able to demonstrate that this was not because the radiologists were negligent – they did, in fact, 

attend to the region of the gorilla – but their expert attention to expected visual targets, acquired through 

medical training, led to an “inattentional blindness” to the gorilla (Drew, Evans, et al., 2013; Drew, Vo, & 

Wolfe, 2013). This particular study illustrates the way in which eye-tracking can be used to study the visual 

process of “missing” an obvious abnormality as compared to the presence of disease.  

Wolfe and Van Wert (2010) have also discussed the importance of prevalence effects in designing 

appropriate eye-tracking experiments for understanding medical expertise. Screening tasks such as screening 

for breast cancer on a mammogram, or cervical cancer on a Pap smear, represent an important class of search 

with low prevalence of visual targets within the population screened (Wolfe & Van Wert, 2010). Studies of 

vigilance and low-prevalence search tasks have shown that rare events are missed more often than common 

ones (Wolfe et al., 2007; Wolfe & Van Wert, 2010). Wolfe and Van Wert (2010) explain that when targets 

are rare, observers are more likely to reject an ambiguous target. By contrast, participants are much more 

likely to label an ambiguous item as a target when prevalence is high. This effect is attributed to an 

unconscious decision rule that is changing (Wolfe & Van Wert, 2010). Observers also become faster to 

declare themselves to be finished with an image under low-prevalence conditions, but forcing them to slow 

down does not make observers less likely to reject low-prevalence targets (Wolfe, 2012b). Importantly, 

Evans et al. (2013) found the same effect to be true for both experts and novices. In an experiment involving 

manipulation of prevalence in the setting of mammography, radiologists had a false-negative rate of 12 % in 

the setting of high prevalence, and 30% at low prevalence (Evans, Birdwell, & Wolfe, 2013). Similar results 

were found with cytologists reading cervical cancer screening slides (Evans, Tambouret, Evered, Wilbur, & 

Wolfe, 2011). In all cases, rare targets were missed more often. This has important implications for the 

generalizability of eye-tracking experiments related to visual expertise, as it suggests that prevalence in the 

experimental setting may affect visual performance in a way that is not seen in clinical practice. In some 

cases, prevalence in an experimental setting may actually offer the opportunity for increased training 

(Jarodska et al., 2012), and the subsequent improvement of visual patterns. While some studies have 

demonstrated an acquisition of a pattern of “expert” gaze with focused training on gaze patterns (Jardoska et 

al., 2012; E.A. Henneman et al., 2014), it would be highly informative to examine the effects of such training 

over a prolonged period of time to ascertain whether this represents a permanent shift due to the use of eye-

tracking as an educational tool. Furthermore, the patterns of vision seen in the search-related expertise 

employed for medical screening may differ significantly from the examination of images from which a 

pathologic diagnosis is expected. 

3.3  “Gestault” or Holistic Expertise 

We have discussed several studies in which eye-tracking has elucidated search-related features of 

visual expertise, however some forms of visual expertise acquired in medicine involve a visual 

categorization or “gestault” assessment. Dermatologists, for example, are often required to diagnose a clearly 

visible skin lesion or rash from clinical appearance. Similarly, pathologists are frequently asked to render a 

diagnosis from a distinct image of a lesion or cell type. While search-related expertise is certainly employed 

in both of these fields, a significant proportion of visual expertise is devoted to recognition and 

identification, rather than locating the target. Kundel (2008) noted that visual search was not necessary for all 

radiologic images, and he incorporated the idea of holistic visual processing in radiologic diagnosis into eye-

tracking experiments. The ability to interpret complex visual information in a short period of time is 

common to all humans, most notably in the form of face perception (Bukach, Gauthier, & Tarr, 2006; 

Rossion, Collins, Goffaux, & Curran, 2007). It is likely that this technique is employed by medical experts 
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who have significant experience with the visual characteristics of a diagnostic entity. Experts in these fields 

may describe recognizing an image like one does an acquaintance, which implies visual processing that may 

be similar to face processing – a visual task long studied with eye-tracking methodology (Gauthier & 

Nelson, 2001; Pascalis et al., 2005; Vanderwert et al., 2015; Wagner, Hirsch, Vogel-Farley, Redcay, & 

Nelson, 2013). 

The eye-tracking methods used to study holistic visual processing during medical training differ 

from those employed for search-related expertise. One study of holistic processing asked if mammographers 

could look at a bilateral mammogram for less than a second and determine if the woman should be called 

back (Evans, Georgian-Smith, Tambouret, Birdwell, & Wolfe, 2013). The technique of a brief exposure is 

often useful in identifying holistic processing, as well as the most important areas of interest for the rapid 

interpretation of images by experts (Evans, Georgian-Smith, et al., 2013; E. Krupinski et al., 2014; Kundel et 

al., 2008).  With increasing medical expertise, several studies have also shown specific changes in eye 

movement patterns (Drew, Vo, Olwal, et al., 2013; Fox et al., 2017; E. A. Krupinski et al., 2013). 

Characteristically, trainees make more eye movements when evaluating an image than do experts, and those 

eye movements cover more of the area of the image. This development of visual efficiency is also seen in the 

development of human face processing from infancy to adulthood, suggesting another link between these 

two forms of holistic visual processing (Fox et al., 2017; Gauthier & Nelson, 2001; Pascalis et al., 2005). We 

have noted in preliminary work that while this form of visual efficiency seems to be naturally acquired over 

time, more efficient patterns can develop as a result of visual tools designed to enhance the educational 

process (Fox et al., 2017). This is similar to the finding that training for efficiency of gaze, as well as 

accuracy in the assessment of infant seizures, could be enhanced through the use of image visualizations 

based upon expert eye-tracking data (Jarodska et al., 2012). 

3.4  Hand-Eye and Procedural Expertise 

In recent years, the importance of visual as well as tactile expertise in medical procedures has been 

recognized, and several eye-tracking studies have examined the type of visual expertise acquired in the 

training of medical procedural skills (Ahmidi, Ishii, et al., 2012; Law et al., 2003). One such study compared 

the eye movements utilized by expert and novice surgeons performing a laparoscopic procedure in a 

computer-based simulator (Law et al., 2003). The results of this study showed that novices needed more 

visual feedback of the tool position to complete the task than did experts. In addition, the experts tended to 

maintain eye gaze on the surgical target while manipulating surgical instruments, whereas novices were 

more varied in eye-hand coordination, and often tracked the surgical tool rather than the surgical target (Law 

et al., 2003). The development of robotic and laparoscopic surgical instruments has also allowed for the 

acquisition of kinematic data related to common procedures, and skill level can be evaluated with these 

measures in conjunction with eye-tracking data (Ahmidi, Ishii, et al., 2012). Data from robotic surgical 

systems show that Hidden Markov Models (HMM) can facilitate the recognition of surgical skill level 

(Ahmidi, Hager, Ishii, Gallia, & Ishii, 2012; Ahmidi, Ishii, et al., 2012; Ahmidi et al., 2015). Methods for the 

assessment of surgical skill utilizing eye-tracking as a quantitative measure have also been developed 

(Ahmidi, Ishii, et al., 2012). In the experiment by Ahmidi et al. (2012), sinus procedures were performed by 

experts and novices on cadavers with the use of an endoscope and a visualization screen. A 50Hz remote 

eye-tracker was utilized in this case, with alignment to video data collected through the endoscope. The 

results of HMM generated from both kinematic and eye-tracking data reveal that eye-gaze does contain 

expertise-related structures, and the addition of this data to kinematic information improves models of skill 

expertise by 13.2% for expert and 5.3% for novice levels (Ahmidi, Ishii, et al., 2012). Models combining 

both measures can reportedly quantify a surgeon’s skill level on a specific procedure with an accuracy of 

82.5% (Ahmidi, Ishii, et al., 2012).  

In the field of medical learning, several studies involving all levels of medical professionals have 

used individual eye-tracking data for both training, and debriefing after simulations (Jarodska et al., 2012; 

Henneman et al., 2014). As a debriefing strategy for medical simulations, eye-tracking can offer useful 
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information about errors that cannot be readily observed or verbalized.  Further, allowing medical trainees to 

observe expert scanpaths derived from controlled eye-tracking has been proven to be more effective than 

verbal didactics describing the methods of visual assessment. The scanpaths of trainees in these procedural 

settings can sometimes be used to assess best practices in medicine, as well as assure competency. This was 

performed as a follow-up to the study of errors in medication administration (Marquard et al, 2011; Amster, 

2015), to analyze patterns of gaze most associated with identification errors among nurses. Nurses who 

recognized errors were more likely to focus on one piece of identification information at one time, 

comparing medication labels and the corresponding patient information on an ID badge in sequence, as 

opposed to reading either the badge or medication bottle in full before changing the point of fixation. Eye-

tracking has also been a useful technique for the study of real world disruptions in the medical training 

environment. For example, in simulated emergency room settings, medical professionals who visually 

engaged an interruption during a visual task were more likely to commit an error (Marquard et al., 2011). 

Taken together, these studies of gaze patterns in procedural settings suggest a role for eye-tracking as both a 

training and assessment tool in medical education, and the necessity of a realistic clinical environment for 

the application of trained visual patterns of gaze. With the continuing trend towards quantitative assessment 

of procedural skill in medical training, these early studies suggest a role for eye-tracking methodology in the 

study and evaluation of visual training as one component of technical proficiency.  

3.5  Three-Dimensional and Dynamic Visual Stimuli 

Several of the studies mentioned have necessitated the use of visual stimuli that require manipulation 

by the viewer, such as three-dimensional images and dynamic video recordings. Several recent studies 

provide evidence that radiologists examining CT images in three-dimensions developed visual patterns that 

involved maintaining little movement in one dimension while scanning across the plane of the other two 

dimensions (Drew, Vo, Olwal, et al., 2013; Wen et al., 2016). Two distinct techniques within this pattern 

could be clustered, but no significant superiority of one technique over another was demonstrated. Recent 

advances in software for analyzing dynamic scenes or areas of interest allow for greater opportunity to 

investigate expertise with these types of medical images in the clinical environment (Holmqvist, 2011; 

Mallett et al., 2014; Phillips et al., 2013). In the field of pathology, for example, advances in digital imaging 

have allowed for the development of three-dimensional models (Jeong et al., 2010; Ward, Rosen, Law, 

Rosen, & Faulkner-Jones, 2015), as well as whole-slide images, which more closely replicate the experience 

of microscopy (Fallon, Wilbur, & Prasad, 2010; Fox et al., 2017). While some educational tasks involve the 

use of static images, the diagnostic process of anatomic pathology almost always involves movement of the 

slide image, as well as adjustment of magnification. While several studies of eye-tracking have focused on 

specific features of digital pathology images (Bombari et al., 2012; Fox et al., 2017; E. Krupinski et al., 

2014; E. A. Krupinski et al., 2013; E. A. Krupinski et al., 2006; Tiersma et al., 2003), we now have the tools 

available to examine the effects of expertise upon the dynamic diagnostic process. The authors have 

examined pathology trainees at the early and late stages of training, and found support for the use of specific 

dynamic digital platforms in the acquisition of “expert” patterns of gaze (Fox et al., 2017). As mentioned 

previously, it may be possible to use specific viewing platforms to teach a pattern of evaluation that 

replicates that of medical experts (Fox et al., 2017; Jarodska et al., 2012). This could potentially involve the 

observation of expert gaze during a procedure or visual diagnostic process, the direction of trainee gaze 

through focused visualization guided by this data (Jardoska et al., 2012), or the development of training 

viewers designed to improve gaze direction and efficiency.   
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4.  Constraints of Eye-Tracking Experiments  

While there are many important questions related to the study of visual expertise in medicine, a 

major constraint on these studies is always participant number and available time. Medical professionals are 

a limited participant resource, and they often do not have the time to participate in experimental settings. 

Furthermore, there is a limit to how one can manipulate clinical practice for research purposes, and the 

generalizability of experimental findings to real-world workflow. For this reason, most studies involving 

eye-tracking are designed to utilize only a small number of participants (often 5-15 per group), as well as 

fewer visual exemplars to allow for time efficiency. The invention of increasingly portable eye-trackers that 

can be integrated with a variety of cameras or image interfaces allows for greater accessibility, and perhaps 

studies which can occur within real clinical settings. In a study of operating room technicians utilizing 

circulation machines, eye-tracking revealed that expert technicians visually fixated upon a larger number of 

critical sources of information during the operative procedure as compared to novices (Y. Tomizawa et al., 

2012). With knowledge of these differences, it may be possible to incorporate eye-tracking as a component 

of self-assessment in early medical practice. A key feature in this form of training would be the instruction of 

optimal gaze – either in a didactic, or simulation environment – followed by evaluation in applicable real-

world scenarios. The collection of expert gaze patterns in the clinical environment, as well as the assessment 

of trainees in real applications, will allow for greater understanding of the generalizability of the results 

derived from research settings. Furthermore, the feedback of scanpath and fixation data to individual medical 

trainees may prove useful as not only a research, but an educational tool. In two separate studies, 

comparisons of standard verbal debriefing of medical trainees following a simulated patient encounter, 

debriefing involving videos of their scanpaths, and debriefing involving both verbal and scanpath 

information, revealed that addition of eye-tracking data most significantly improves subsequent performance 

(Jarodska et al., 2012; Henneman et al., 2014). It is likely that the increasing ease of use of eye-tracking tools 

will allow investigators to recruit a greater number of “expert” participants, and thereby provide accurate and 

generalizable data to the medical community. 

 

5.  Conclusion  

Visual expertise is an important component of medical learning, and eye-tracking is one method by 

which we can better understand this skill and its acquisition in relation to the clinical workflow. Studies to 

date have divided visual expertise among categories of search, image categorization, and procedural skill, 

with significant overlap of these tasks between fields of medicine. With the continued development of 

cheaper, faster, and more ergonomic eye-tracking devices, it is likely that we will have many opportunities to 

study the increasing number of professional tasks requiring visual expertise, and to utilize these results for 

improved medical training and quality of care. The use of eye-tracking in the training of visual medical 

expertise, as well as self-evaluation, has the potential to impact overall competency. Visualization of the eye 

movements of expert clinicians may provide insights into a diagnostic process, or the means to avoid 

medical errors. These tools can enhance the traditional processes of learning through lectures, simulations, or 

observational sessions. Specifically, the process of observing the scanpath or directed gaze of a medical 

expert during a visual task can improve trainee performance, while eye-tracking data from trainees can 

provide a method of feedback and self-assessment to students. Finally, eye-tracking research may allow us to 

understand the complex patterns of gaze that underlie diagnostic reasoning, and provide further insight into 

additional learning methods that improve upon clinical expertise. 
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Keypoints 

 Eye-tracking technology has evolved from one-dimensional photographic techniques, to non-

invasive and increasingly portable methods that can be used in a variety of medical setting. 

 Visual expertise in medicine is acquired in conjunction with clinical knowledge, and can be 

characterized as search-related, holistic, or in association with kinematic skills. 

 Eye-tracking can assist in the assessment of expertise, as well as address human errors in visually 

based medical decision-making.  
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